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eShare is a secure data collaboration solution for sharing files and collaborating 
on content with external parties using Microsoft 365. It ensures compliance with 
regulatory requirements and internal policies for protecting sensitive data while 

providing organizations with control and visibility.

Many organizations already use Microsoft 365 for data 
sharing and storage. However, some find that the native 
controls available for secure external data sharing are 
insufficient. To compensate, they disable guest access to 
Teams and external file sharing from OneDrive and 
SharePoint Online, leading to the use of expensive and 

complicated point solutions for external file sharing. 
eShare offers the necessary rights management, 
authentication integration, and user-friendly branding 
to enable external file sharing and modern collaboration 
within Microsoft 365, without relying on guest access or 
external file sharing.

Email remains the most popular file sharing tool, 
with 3.9 billion users. Attempting to block or encrypt 
attachments is often counterproductive, reducing 
productivity without effectively mitigating risk. eShare 
offers a seamless solution that automatically converts 
attachments into links, eliminating the need for users 
to change their behavior. Our usage statistics show that 

even with the right permissions, 90+% of recipients do 
not download attachments from your Microsoft 365 
tenant, but prefer to use modern collaboration methods 
withing the eShare platform . By using eShare’s link-
based sharing, organizations can meet business needs 
without permanently sharing their files.

Zero Trust security strategies that prioritize 
least privilege access are now standard for many 
organizations. However, extending these policies to 
external collaborators has been a challenge. eShare 
offers a solution by applying Zero Trust policies that 
grant external recipients the minimum rights necessary 

to meet business needs, based on Microsoft Purview 
sensitivity labels where available, when files are shared 
externally. This approach ensures that external access 
is always limited and in compliance with organizational 
security policies.

Leverage Microsoft 365 for external file sharing and 
content collaboration

Significantly reduce data security risk by 90% without 
changing user behavior

Extend Zero Trust policies to include external collaborations

Share files and collaborate between 
employees, clients, and partners 

with confidence.
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For a free demo, visit
www.eshare.com
Click here for a brief overview

How is eShare any different  
than sharing directly from 
M365, Google Workplace, 
Box, Dropbox, and others?

Here are just a few ways...

Frictionless user experience 
that works every time

Share files using your brand 
and company domains

No more managing 
countless identities

Robust policy options 
down to the file level

Secure files never move 
reducing file duplication 

Rich analytics, reporting, 
and complete visibility

Microsoft 365

G-Suite + Others

Collaboration  reimagined.

https://play.goconsensus.com/s3f30eda5
https://eshare.com/company/schedule-a-demo

